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Marvellous: Vendicari nature reserve, below,
is home to 267 species of birds; above, the
view from Pantanelli di Vendicari house;
bottom, baroque Modica

With flamingo
interiors still
in demand,
Tania O’Donnell
searches for the
real thing in Sicily

Nuts for Noto the toWn of food and drink

Birds in paradise? you’ll
be in the pink in sicily

Escape trav l | Cultu adventure

Returns to
Palermo from
£161, ba.com, from
May 2. Villas with
pools and
agritourismos
through
massimovillas.
com. Seven days’
car hire, £94,
holidayextras.com

getting
there

e
xpect to hear a lot
about Sicily this year. the
largest island in the Med is
all the rage, with a new
route to palermo launched

by British Airways this month, an
exhibition opening at the British
Museum on thursday and
Sicilian wines expected to be
this year’s dinner party go-to.
However, one thing you
might not know about the
island most usually connected
in our minds with the Mafia is
that it is the last stop on the
flamingo’s annual migration
south to Africa.
the fenicottero (Italian for

flamingo) is beloved by interior
designers for its kitschy colour

and dramatic question mark
shape, but ornithologists are
also super-excited: last year
was the first time the big
birds nested on Sicily,
hatching 36 chicks.
I’m not much of a

bird-watcher but I figured
even I couldn’t miss the
great flamingo, which
grows to 1.5m tall.
I am staying at an

agriturismo – a converted
farmhouse – in the heart of the
Vendicari nature reserve near Noto in
the south of the island. Agritourismos
use locally grown produce in their
restaurants while converting old
barns into luxurious rooms and
installing tourist-friendly extras such
as pools and hot tubs.
pantanelli di Vendicari (from £63

per night, pantanellidivendicari.it) is

set among acres of olive groves
and wildflower meadows and,
in a nod to its location, its
18 rooms are named after
the more popular birds on
the reserve.Yes, there is
a fenicottero room.
the Vendicari reserve

is home to 267 species
of birds and intense
biodiversity. While I am

due later to meet Fabio
Amenta, a guide from ente

Fauna Siciliana (which runs
the reserve and who saved it from

being turned into an industrial park),
curiosity gets the better of me as
soon as I arrive.
the walk from pantanelli to the

reserve’s entrance is a pleasant
3km amble along a winding road
lined with lemon orchards, bamboo
and cacti. Lizards scurry away

as you make your way down
boardwalks to the sea.
It is a clichéd beach paradise – but

what are those furry balls on the
beach? I also notice ruins and a tower
in the distance. As I start to walk
towards them, I suddenly hear loud
cawing to my left: flamingos! And
loads of them.
I don’t even have to keep quiet in

a bird hide or do whatever twitchy
folk do – this is birdwatching for
dummies. Vendicari has a series of
marshes that the flamingos love and
here they preen, fight or just stick
their heads in the water.
Later, Fabio and his wife elisa show

us around the reserve. the ruins I’d
noticed were an old tonnara – a tuna
processing plant. the fuzzy balls on
the beach? the roots and leaves of
Neptune grass, an oxygen-releasing
sea plant, which the tide and sand roll

into balls. ‘they are a biological
indicator of the quality of the water
here,’ explains Fabio.
there is much to explore on the

reserve besides the flamingos, with
wild orchids, butterflies and more than
50 species of non-migratory birds that
remain on the marshes all year round.
there are also lots of towns to
discover in this part of southern Sicily.
From the narrow plant-lined medieval
lanes of Ortygia to the dizzying
mountainous baroque heights of
Modica, you won’t run out of marvels.
the way to see as much as you can

is to hire a car and brave Sicilian
driving. ‘Right of way’ and ‘speed
limit’ are loosely held concepts and
overtaking is usually only done if
there is a ten-ton truck approaching
on the other side. I survive by making
like a flamingo and sticking my head
in the glove compartment.

Rural retreat:
Pantanelli di
Vendicari is
a converted
farmhouse

Caffe Sicilia
ItalIan chef Giorgio locatelli
dubbed the ice cream in this café
‘the best in the world’, thereby

ensuring there is always a
line of tourists queuing up
at the counter. Using local
ingredients such as the
almonds the beautiful town
of noto is famous for, there
is a variety of flavours. My
favourite was a ginger, lemon
and pepper concoction, while
hubby (pictured) went for
plain old chocolate.
From £1.60, infioratadinoto.

it/caffesicilia.html

FeudoMaccari
thIs winery in noto produces
some exceptional wines
from the nero d’avola and
Grillo grapes. Run by father

and daughter team antonio and
Monica Moretti, the winery is
making in-roads with international
wine fans. they also produce an
olive oil but the red nero d’avola
wine is the one to hunt out to

enjoy with grilled meats or
even a grilled swordfish steak.

Around £11 a bottle at a
restaurant, feudomaccari.it

Arancini
When in noto, you’ll be
doing a lot of walking
between the many places
of interest in this pretty
baroque town, so do
stop for arancini, the
fried stuffed balls of rice

invented in sicily in the tenth
century. You could go to arancina
Planet on Via Ducezio for a wide

selection but most cafés here also
offer the hearty balls of goodness.
From £2, facebook.com/arancina-

planet-1418572871731469

Tuna
noto’s restaurants take advantage
of the freshest catch from fishing
villages such as Marzamemi (worth
visiting on its own account for
an evening meal by the romantic
harbour). Go for tuna, which is
treated almost like a pig here, with
every part of the big fish used.
If you’re feeling adventurous try
bottarga – cured tuna roe – which
adds a salty zing to pasta dishes.
or try sesame-crusted tuna at fine
dining Ristorante Crocifisso.

£24-£32, ristorantecrocifisso.it


